
UNIT 1                                                                     UNIT 2   
1.)appeal to:cazip gelmek      11.) make easy :kolaylaştırmak 

2.)attract:cezbetmek 12.)punctual : dakik 

3.)background:arka plan 13.)fidelity  :sadakat-uygunluk 

4)heroic:kahramanca 14.)introverted :içe kapanık  

5.)make up : icat etmek, oluşturmak 15.)cruel : zalim 

6.)dispute : tartışma 16.)absent minded: unutkan 

7.)quote : alıntı söz 17.)expectation: beklenti-ümit 

8.)embedded : gömülü, iç içe 18.)mutual : ortak-müşterek 

9.)whole-heartedly : gönülden 19.)beget : sebep olmak  

10.)mannerism : üslup 20.)dimples : gamze 
 

UNIT 3          UNIT 4 
21.)banner:afiş        31.)contribution: katkı 
22.)complaint: şikayet 32.)eco-friendly: Çevre dostu 
23.)consumer: tüketici 33.)fortune: şans 

24.)emphasize: vurgulamak 34.)impact:etki 

25.)homeless: evsiz 35.)innocuous: zararsız 

26.)prejudice: önyargı 36.)password:şifre 

27.)inequality: eşitsizlik 37.)precaution:önlem 

28.)obstacle: engel 38.)rental:kiralık 

29.)persecution: zulüm 39.)undermine:baltalamak 

30.)regulation: düzenleme 40.)valuable:değerli 
 

 

UNIT 5 
41.)anxious:endişeli 

42.) childish: çocuksu 

43.) competitor: yarışmacı 

44.) desperate:umutsuz 

45.) frustrated:sinirli 

46.) optimistic:iyimser 

47.) sarcastic: alaylı 

48.) stuffy:havasız 

49.) vice  versa: tam tersi 

50.) whirlpool: girdap 

Passage 1 - Opera 

Opera refers to a dramatic art form, originating in Europe, in which the emotional content is 

conveyed to the audience as much through music, both vocal and instrumental, as it is through 

the lyrics. By contrast, in musical theater an actor's dramatic performance is primary, and the 

music plays a lesser role. The drama in opera is presented using the primary elements of 

theater such as scenery, costumes, and acting. However, the words of the opera, or libretto, 

are sung rather than spoken. The singers are accompanied by a musical ensemble ranging 

from a small instrumental ensemble to a full symphonic orchestra. 



1. It is pointed out in the reading that opera ----. 

 

A) has developed under the influence of musical theater 

B) is a drama sung with the accompaniment of an orchestra 

C) is not a high-budget production 

D) is often performed in Europe 

E) is the most complex of all the performing arts 

 

2. We can understand from the reading that ----. 

 

A) people are captivated more by opera than musical theater 

B) drama in opera is more important than the music 

C) orchestras in operas can vary considerably in size 

D) musical theater relies above all on music 

E) there is argument over whether the music is important or the words in 

        opera 

 

3. It is stated in the reading that ----. 

 

A) acting and costumes are secondary to music in musical theater 

B) many people find musical theater more captivating than opera 

C) music in musical theater is not as important as it is in opera 

D) an opera requires a huge orchestra as well as a large choir 

E) opera doesn't have any properties in common with musical theater 

 

Passage 2 – Dolphins 

Dolphins are regarded as the friendliest creatures in the sea and stories of them helping 

drowning sailors have been common since Roman times. The more we learn about dolphins, 

the more we realize that their society is more complex than people previously imagined. They 

look after other dolphins when they are ill, care for pregnant mothers and protect the weakest 

in the community, as we do. Some scientists have suggested that dolphins have a language but 

it is much more probable that they communicate with each other without needing words. 

Could any of these mammals be more intelligent than man? Certainly the most common 

argument in favor of man's superiority over them that we can kill them more easily than they 

can kill us is the least satisfactory. On the contrary, the more we discover about these 

remarkable creatures, the less we appear superior when we destroy them. 

 

 



4. It is clear from the passage that dolphins ----. 

 

A) don't want to be with us as much as we want to be with them 

B) are proven to be less intelligent than once thought 

C) have a reputation for being friendly to humans 

D) are the most powerful creatures that live in the oceans 

E) are capable of learning a language and communicating with humans 

 

5. The fact that the writer of the passage thinks that we can kill dolphins more easily 

than they can kill us ----. 

 

A) means that they are better adapted to their environment than we are 

B) shows that dolphins have a very sophisticated form of communication 

C) proves that dolphins are not the most intelligent species at sea 

D) does not mean that we are superior to them 

E) proves that Dolphins have linguistic skills far beyond what we 

        previously thought 

 

6. One can infer from the reading that ----. 

 

A) dolphins are quite abundant in some areas of the world 

B) communication is the most fascinating aspect of the dolphins 

C) dolphins have skills that no other living creatures have such as the 

        ability to think 

D) it is not usual for dolphins to communicate with each other 

E) dolphins have some social traits that are similar to those of humans 

Bringing up Children 

Answer the questions according to the reading passage. 

In bringing up children, every parent, regardless of ethnicity, income, education, or 

geographic location, watches eagerly the child's acquisition of each new skill. However, it is 

often tempting to hurry the child beyond his natural learning rate, which can set up dangerous 

feelings of failure and states of worry in the child. This might happen at any stage. A baby 

might be forced to use a toilet too early, a young child might be encouraged to learn to read 

before he knows the meaning of the words he reads. On the other hand, though, if a child is 

left alone too much, or without any learning opportunities, he loses his natural enthusiasm for 

life and his desire to find out new things for himself. Parents vary greatly in their degree of 

strictness towards their children. Some may be especially strict in money matters. Others are 

severed over times of coming home at night or punctuality for meals. In general, the controls 

imposed represent the needs of the parents and the values of the community as much as the 

child's own benefit. 



1. According to the passage, in the process of children's learning new skills, parents ----. 

 

A) must encourage them to read before they know the meaning of the words they read 

B) should achieve a balance between pushing them too hard and leaving them on their 

own 

C) never expect too much of their children 

D) should create as many learning opportunities as possible for themselves 

E) must exert strict control over the children 

 

2. It is pointed out in the reading that ----. 

 

A) parents should be strict with their children 

B) parental controls reflect only the needs of the .parents and the values of the community 

C) parents must maintain strict control over their children's pocket money 

D) parents often enforce strict regulations on their children's eating habits 

E) parental restrictions vary, and are not always enforced for the benefit of the children 

alone 

 

3. As we understand from the passage, watching the child's acquisition of new skills ----. 

 

A) sets up dangerous states of worry in the parents 

B) is universal among parents 

C) ensures the security of their children 

D) will make him lose interest in learning new things 

E) is what parenting is all about 

 

 

 


